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INTERNET MARKETING 

 

2011-2012 Plan 
 
 

Prepared by Deborah Holland 
Internet Marketing Director 

 
GOAL 
 
Expand usage of and engagement with the mobile website 
m.VisitStPeteClearwater.com and provide destination travel information that 
can easily be seen via mobile devices.  
 

STRATEGIES:  
 
Increase the amount of destination information accessible via mobile devices in order to meet 
shifting consumer needs for travel information. 
 
Develop marketing and promotional programs designed to increase traffic and use of the 
mobile website. 
 
Enhance mobile website functionality through the use of new technologies as available.  
 
Utilize mobile website for communicating with multiple audience groups beyond traditional 
consumers such as Meetings, Sports, Film, Travel Trade.  
 
Provide a downloadable mobile app that engages and informs consumers regarding the 
destination. 

 
GOAL 
 
Continue support of marketing programs and industry partner participation 
on VisitStPeteClearwater.com, our principal consumer website. 
 

STRATEGIES:  
 

Develop landing pages and micro-sites in support of advertising and marketing campaigns. 
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Expand capability of partners to provide business information, deals and incentives via the 
consumer website. 
 
Improve grid pages and other partner rich information pages. 
 
Increase participation in the BookDirect online reservation program. 

 
GOAL 
 
Continue to foster website engagement and conversion rates on 
VisitStPeteClearwater.com therefore increasing web visitor interest level and 
interaction, ultimately resulting in greater destination visitation. 
 

STRATEGIES:  
 

Implement e-mail promotional campaigns utilizing third party databases in order to drive 
website traffic and grow opt-in database. 
 
Review and update content plan and ensure current and engaging content (including video, 
imagery, mapping or other website content) is continually refreshed in order to provide an 
absorbing website experience and increase conversions. 
 
Incorporate new technologies on website (as available) to further integrate traditional media,   
user generated content, social media and web interactivity.   
 
Continue refinement of SEO (search engine optimization) and SEM (search engine 
marketing) efforts to drive web traffic and result in higher conversion rates.  
 
Grow understanding of web visitor via web analytics to continually improve website and 
determine any potential hindrances to online conversions. 

 
GOAL 
 
Maintain and promote the additional multiple VSPC websites and portals 
targeted at individual audiences including: Meetings, Media, Travel Trade, 
Industry Partners, Film Commission and Sports Commission. 
 

Develop and maintain user-friendly, informative and functional websites that effectively 
communicate to their specific audiences. 
 
Integrate online initiatives with traditional media branding resulting in consistent messaging 
to individual audiences.  
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Update and redesign PinellasCVB.com, the primary website for the local hospitality industry.   
 
GOAL 

 
Continue VSPC department expansion and use of the Simpleview Contact 
Relationship Management (CRM) system as a central communication tool 
with industry partners and potential visitors.  

 
STRATEGIES: 

 
Actively maintain and update the database of potential visitor email addresses used for 
promotional campaigns and continue creating unique and branded email communications.  
 
Standardize Simpleview templates and reports to be consistently representative of the brand 
and as needed by VSPC departments. 

 
Develop standardized procedures for keeping data integrity.  
 
Develop further integration between the Industry Partner database and CRM database. 
 
Continue to work cooperatively with VSPC departments in delivering effective 
communications through the tool and centralizing departmental data. 
 
 
 
 


